Handy Backup Small Business
Handy Backup Small Business is a fully functional, all-in-one solution for
copying client and server data of any type from a single server or a
workstation. It contains all standalone features of Handy Backup just out-ofthe-box, and can fully automate server-level backup for a small business.

Why Handy Backup?



Native backup formats
Browse your backups without an effort just by opening a backup folder with some file-managing
tool (e.g. Windows Explorer). You can delete, move, restore, copy or even edit any content of
your backup dataset as a simple file or a folder, due to preserving native data formats.



Unified backup interface
Automate any backup task, including backing up mails, databases, websites, files, folders,
documents and any other data type, with the unified GUI (graphical user interface) common for
all tasks and solutions provided by Handy Backup. Simple and advanced modes for creating a
new task.



Convenient restoration
Restore your data from backups automatically using Handy Backup restoration tasks, or pick
and move files from backup folders in a manual mode. Both methods allow selecting a different
place for restored data than an original backup location.

Features:
 All available plug-ins out of the box, including all tools from Standard and Professional editions
 Additional server-level data backup tools: MS SQL, MS Exchange, PostgreSQL, Oracle, IBM DB2,
MySQL, MariaDB and Lotus Notes/Domino
 “Hot” backup of system and data drives without stopping any related processes
 Support for cloud services such as Dropbox, OneDrive, HBDrive, Box, Amazon S3 and 4shared
 Data transferring via FTPS and SFTP secured protocols
 Backup types: full backup, incremental backup, differential backup, mixed backup, mirroring data.
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Handy Backup Small Server
Fast and simple data selection for backing up
 Database plug-ins MySQL, MariaDB, MS SQL, Oracle, MS Exchange, PostgreSQL, Lotus Notes.
 Unified backup tool for all ODBC-compatible databases
 Disk imaging and system recovery using a VHD drive image format
 Simplified copying of files, folders, Windows libraries and a registry
 Backup for website content via FTP, SFTP, FTPS and database plug-ins for dynamic content/CMS
 Quick searching and copying for documents such as Word, Excel, projects and photos
 Excluding files from backups by attributes (e.g. system and archive files)

A plenty of choices for storing backups
 External drives such as mapped network disks, USB and NAS units
 Local network servers and storages
 Remote FTP/SFTP/FTPS servers
 Cloud storages including Dropbox, Box, HBDrive, S3- and WebDAV-driven clouds, Box, Google
Drive and other

Controlling and reporting
 Scheduling backup tasks by precisely defined time or by some event occurred
 Running as Windows service, making no distraction for a user from a GUI
 Email notifications, report windows and extended task log
 ZIP compression and 128-bit encryption, protecting backups with a password
 Running other programs before and/or after executing a task
 Auto running a task when plugging a related USB drive to a PC
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Handy Backup Small Server
Just select what, where and when to backup, and Handy Backup do all other for you!
Handy Backup Small Business is a perfect solution for a single server or powerful workstation
which works under Windows® 10/8.1/8/7/Vista, Windows Server 2016/2012(R2)/2008(R2) or
Ubuntu Linux 16.04/14.04. It protects all your data from any perils. No special training required for
using this solution properly. Any user with basic IT skills can work effectively with Handy Backup.
A link for downloading the unified distributive containing Handy Backup Small Business
www.handybackup.net/download
Try our solution freely with a full set of options and advantages, downloading and installing it just now
with a 30-day trial!
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